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21 slides about

• Information sources
  – Scholarly articles

• How to search for scholarly articles in some selected resources
  – Citation indexes
  – Other bibliographic/article databases

• These slides are published in the guide Business Administration, http://libguides.lub.lu.se/FEK

• To access LU databases, you must use the links provided by the library and log in with your student account
Towards a Prescriptive Theory of Dynamic Capabilities:
Connecting Strategic Choice, Learning, and Competition

Gary Pisano

Working Paper 15-146
Scholarly Articles

• are published in scholarly (academic, refereed, scientific) journals
• are written by scholars for scholars
• are signed by the author/s
• are peer reviewed by scholars within the field before accepted for publication
• can be searched for in (scholarly) bibliographic databases, including citation indexes
Research

• can also be published in other ways - in print and/or online
  – Doctoral dissertations
  – Books and book sections/chapters
  – Conference papers
• Still research but maybe not peer reviewed
  – Working papers
  – Reports
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LUCRIS - The Research Portal
Click here for information and guides to LUCRIS!

LOVISA
In the library catalogue you can find books and journals and you can check your loans.

LUBsearch
Search for articles, e-books, printed books, journals, including items in Lovisa, LUP and DOAJ.

Subject Guides
Here you can find useful electronic resources within the LUSEM subject areas.
Search Tools

- **Journals**: Lovisa; ePublications
  - ePublications: *Journal of Law and Economics*
- **Journal Articles**
  - General
    - LUBsearch: *Vertical integration, appropriable rents, and the competitive contracting process*
    - Annual Reviews
  - Subject specific
    - Business Source Complete
    - EconLit
  - Cited articles
    - Scopus
    - Web of Science: Social Sciences Citation Index
Citation indexes

WEB OF SCIENCE™

Results: 136
(from Web of Science Core Collection)

You searched for: TOPIC: ("Contracting process")...More

Create Alert

Search

Scopus

Document search results

TITLE-ABS-KEY ("Contracting process")

374 document results

Search within results...

Search

Google

"Contracting process"

Scholar

About 27,400 results (0.03 sec)
Web of Science

• Vertical integration, appropriable rents, and the competitive contracting process
Web of Science

- "Contracting process"
  - Refine
  - Sort by… Times Cited
  - Document types
Scopus

- Vertical integration, appropriable rents, and the competitive contracting process
- Lovisa
Scopus

- "Contracting process"
  - Refine
  - Sort on Cited by
  - Document types
Google Scholar

Vertical integration, appropriable rents, and the competitive contracting process

MORE than forty years have passed since Coase’s fundamental insight that transaction, coordination, and contracting costs must be considered explicitly in explaining the extent of vertical integration. Starting from the truism that profit-maximizing firms will undertake...

Cited by 7577 Related articles All 27 versions Web of Science: 1905 Cite Save More

"Contracting process"

About 27,400 results (0.03 sec)

Vertical integration, appropriable rents, and the competitive contracting process

MORE than forty years have passed since Coase’s fundamental insight that transaction, coordination, and contracting costs must be considered explicitly in explaining the extent of vertical integration. Starting from the truism that profit-maximizing firms will undertake...

Cited by 7577 Related articles All 27 versions Web of Science: 1905 Cite Save More
Business Source Complete

• Search: “Contracting process”
• Refine
  – Scholarly (Peer Reviewed), Publication Date
  – Source types
    » Harvard Business Review= Magazine
    » Review= Book review
  – Subject – Thesaurus Term: Show more
  – Subject
  – Publication
LUBsearch

- Results from several databases (Source Database)
  - Good cover of journal articles
- “Contracting process”
  - Source types, Publications…
  - Source Database

- ePublications
- Databases A-Z
Journal Rankings

- SCIMAGO, JCR, Google Scholar Metrics
Rankings

• Highly ranked authors doesn’t automatically mean articles of high quality

• Critical voices and political views might affect if articles are accepted for publication in highly ranked journals
Ulrichsweb: Journal information

- Ulrichsweb
- Academic and scholarly journals, e-journals, peer-reviewed titles, popular magazines, newspapers, newsletters, and more
Referencing

• Academy of Management Journal Style Guide

• Live@Lund: Teaching and Learning with the Academic Skills Services at LUSEM
  – https://liveatlund.lu.se/departments/LUSEM/teachingandlearning/

• Academic Integrity Guide
  – http://libguides.lub.lu.se/plagiarism
Book a Librarian:
Bitte.holm@ehl.lu.se

Academic Skills Services:
liveatlund.lu.se/Faculties/LUSEM/TeachingandLearningandLearning

Library Search Support
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